Galaxica Audition Information

Overview
Galaxica is an exciting sci-fi television drama set aboard the first inter-galactic
mission to find an alternative planet to find other habitable planets. It will be shot live
in a multi-camera television studio. The shoot date is the 30th of October so you
must be available to come to at least 3 rehearsals (Usually at weekends) before that
date and be prepared to work hard to learn the script and deliver on the day. You will
be required for the whole day come shoot day, please check your diaries to ensure
you can do this.

Audition Information
You do not need to bring anything to the audition except perhaps a sample script
should you need it. (Samples scripts can be found below)
There will be 2 audition dates:
Tuesday 2nd October - based in Hatfield. Hertfordshire
Address: College Lane Campus Main Reception, Hatfield, AL10 9AB
This audition will be held at the University of Hertfordshire, where the filming will
actually take place when shoot day comes. The auditions will take place at noon.
Please arrive at the university main reception at noon, there you will be met by the
producer who will bring you to the audition room.

Below are two maps, one showing the university's location and the second showing
where the main reception is situated on campus. If you have trouble navigating on
the day please contact us (look at the contact info at the end).
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Friday 5th October - based in South Bank, London
Address: The Calder Bookshop & Theatre, 51 The Cut, South Bank, London SE1 8LF
This audition will be held in London and will take place from 1:30PM. Please arrive for then
at the address above where you will be greeted and auditioned on a first come first served
basis. We will be taking into consideration the time you arrive.

Roles Available
Jenny - Female aged 30-50
Jenny is a regular mum, enjoys nothing more than a night in with her loving husband Donald.
Jenny, unlike Donald, is more rational in her thinking. She is more intelligent than Donald yet
by no means a genius.
David/Danielle - Male/Female aged 20-35
David/Danielle is the chief medical officer onboard the intergalactic spaceship. She/He is
highly intelligent but above all he is calm and collected in her/his speech.
Donald - Male aged 30-50
Donald is a father. He is quite simple minded and can be irrational at times. Donald loves his
family above anything.

Sample Script
On audition day you will be asked to read the lines of whomever character you choose to
audition for. A member of the production team will fill in for the other characters. Try and
learn you lines off by heart!
Sample Script for David/Donald
Pre-Text: Jenny and Donald son, Paul, has been in an accident. David, the onboard doctor
is explaining what happened to Jenny and Donald over an intergalactic transmission.

Sample script for Jenny/Donald
Pre-Text: Jenny and Donald are arguing over whether they should turn off their sons life
support machine and allow the doctors to remove and donate his organs. Donald is heavily
against the idea.

Contact
For any and all queries either text or phone Jacob on
07714583288

Good luck!

